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Motivation

"Neural mechanisms of form and motion processing in the primate visual system", 
Essen et al., Neuron, 1994

Magno Cells Parvo Cells

• Processes information 
about color. 

• Slow conduction rate. 
• Majority of total cells 

(~80%)

• Processes information 
about motion & depth. 

• Fast conduction rate. 
• Minority of total cells 

(~20%)



Motivation

"Spatiotemporal Residual Networks for Video Action 
Recognition", Feichtenhofer et al., NIPS 2016

"Spatiotemporal Multiplier Networks 
for Video Action Recognition", 
Feichtenhofer et al., CVPR 2017

"Convolutional Two-Stream Network 
Fusion for Video Action Recognition", 
Feichtenhofer et al., CVPR 2016



SlowFast Networks
• The slow pathway (top) processes low frame rate, low 

temporal resolution video input. 

• The fast pathway (bottom) processes high frame rate, 
high temporal resolution video input. 

• The fast pathway contains much fewer channels than 
the slow pathway.  

• Lateral connections fuse the two pathways.



SlowFast Networks



Lateral Connections

• Time-to-channel: Feature tensor of shape (aT x S^2 
x bC) is reshaped into (T, S^2, abC), i.e., all frames 
are packed into the channel dimension. 

• Time-strided sampling: Only one frame out of every 
a frames is sampled. 

• Time-strided convolution: 3D convolution with stride 
a is applied.

Feature tensor from the fast pathway
Feature tensor from the slow pathway

T x S^2 x C
aT x S^2 x bC



Results on Kinetics

Fusing Slow and Fast pathways with lateral connections is 
better than the Slow and Fast only baselines.



Results on Kinetics

Varying values of β, the channel capacity ratio of the Fast 
pathway to make SlowFast lightweight.



Results on Kinetics

The proposed training recipe achieves comparable 
results without ImageNet pre-training.



Results on Kinetics

Comparison to the state-of-the-art



Results on AVA

Comparison to the state-of-the-art



Contributions

• A framework that achieves great results on a variety of 
action recognition datasets. 

• Very effective optimization protocol for training video 
models from scratch. 

• An extension to spatiotemporal localization task.



Weaknesses

• Questionable motivation. 

• Cumbersome two-stream architecture, which could have 
been avoided with simple dilation mechanisms. 

• Model architecture seems less important than the 
optimization procedure. 

• Extremely large computational cost during training (e.g., 
~400 epochs on Kinetics).



Discussion Questions

• What do you think about neuroscience inspired 
motivation?



Discussion Questions

• What do you think about neuroscience inspired 
motivation? 

• What do you think about the proposed two-stream 
architecture?



Discussion Questions

• What do you think about neuroscience inspired 
motivation? 

• What do you think about the proposed two-stream 
architecture? 

• What are your thoughts on the state-of-the-art 
comparisons?


